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learning at the host institution, AMITY UNIVERSITY
Dubai.

UPCOMING EVENTS
International Conference

Global Captivation Programme

The study tour included talks by renowned industry
experts and practitioners as well as academicians from
Amity University, Dubai. The welcome address was
delivered by Dr. Ramachandran, Pro VC, Amity
University. This was followed by a session on “Block
Chain and Crypto Currency Applications” by Mr.
Vaibhav Chauhan, Manager, Pwc, Middle East. The
subsequent session on “Leveraging Co-Creation
Approach & Cross –Industry Innovations for New
Business Models” was conducted by Mr. Pedro
Pereira, Digital and Innovation Leader at SAP, EMEA
South. Later, students were enlightened by a session
on “International HR and Cross-Cultural Issues”
delivered by Mr. Antonois EI Achkar, HR Director IQPC
Middle East as well as an interactive discussion on
“Legal Issues in Global Business” by Anjuli
Sivaramkrishnan Kochhar and Co Inc.

DSBA
organised
the
Global
Captivation
Programme(GCP) for II-year undergraduate students
from 13th to 18th October 2017 at Dubai. The GCP is a
annual feature at DSBA, which provided students a
deep, enriching and immersive learning experience in
an international academic setting. As part of the
program, students are introduced to international
management practices as well as global exposure to

Other guest speakers on the subsequent days of the
programme addressed the students on a number of
topics, which included: “Environmental and
sustainability Issues in Global Business” by Ms.
Manisha
Maheswari,
Head-Environment
Sustainability, PepsiCo International and “Defining
Leadership Challenges through Global Dexterity” by
Ms. Neeru Maurya Sharma, Executive Coach, Women

Dayananda Sagar Business Academy Centre for
Management Development and Research (CMDR),
and The Centre for Responsible Management
Education (CRME) are hosting a conference on 23rd
February 2018 at the DSI campus. The conference is
titled: “International Conference on Challenges,
Opportunities and Trends in New Age Management
Education.” The call for papers was launched with the
selected papers due to be published in the June 2018
issue of the DSBA Journal, a bi-annual peer reviewed
journal.
The conference provides a platform for academics,
researchers and practitioners to come together and
deliberate on challenges and opportunities in new age
management education.
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Leadership Development Expert, Dubai. The
concluding sessions focused on “Trends in
International Marketing by Mr. Akash Gandhi Business
Head, UAE at Talking Pictures and “ERP in the
university” by Mr. Ajaya, VP- IT, Amity University,
Dubai.
Students also visited The Jebel Ali Power Plant and
TOTALGAZ plant to understand the functioning of the
unit and learn in practical environment, besides it also
gave them an exposure to international business
scenario.
Glimpses of the Global Captivation Programme

The students were treated to the rich cultural heritage
of Dubai as well as renowned tourist destinations such
as Dubai Creek, Jumeriah Mosque, Jumeriah Beach,
Burj Al Arab, Madinat Jumeriah, Palm Jumeriah Island,
Atlantis Hotel, Dubai Marina, Mall of Emirates, Dubai
Mall, King’s Palace as well as Shaikh Zayed Grand
Mosque, and concluded the tour at Ferrari World at
Abu Dhabi.

EXTRA EDGE
Club Activities
At DSBA, students have every opportunity to involve
themselves in an extraordinary range of student club
and activities that reflect a tapestry of their interests
and passions creating unique opportunities for
friendship and learning.
Students clubs at DSBA conducted activities on 23rd
September 2017, which included:
I. ‘The Urban Reader’ (Literary Club); Dr. Babasaheb
Study and Research Centre
Event: Story / Creative Writing Competition
Topic: “What’s going on in this picture?”
Judges: Prof. Hari Krishna [Hindi], Prof.
Prakasha [Kannada] & Prof. Keerthishree
[English]
A total of 33 students participated in the Literary club
event that focused on the creative writing abilities of
participants in English, Hindi and Kannada. Students
were required to study a set of 35 images and evolve
a story on the themes.

English
Winners: Mr. Sai Bhuvan B [III Sem B.Com ‘B’] and
Ms. Anushri [I Sem B.Com ‘A’]
I Runner-up: Ms. Kavitha P [III Sem B.Com ‘A’]
II Runner-up: Mr. Krishnesh [III Sem B.Com ‘A’] and
Ms. Namrah Sheikh [I Sem BCA]
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78 students participated in HR club event that focused
on preparing a paper collage on the theme, ‘Women
in Leadership’. The activity helped to bring out the
creativity in the students. The event was coordinated
by the HR Club Faculty-in-charge, Prof. Priyanka.

III Runner-up: Ms. Sharvani B S [III Sem BCom ‘A’],
Ms. Arundhuti Bhattacharya [I Sem BBA] Ms.
Pavana D [III Sem B.Com ’B’]
Kannada:
Winners: Ms. Anushree P [I Sem B.Com ‘A’] and
Ms. Poornima M V [I Sem B.Com ‘A’]

Winner: Ms.B S Sharvani , Ms. Gowthami V, Ms.
Afreen Noorie A, Ms. Chethana Rao N and
Ms.Kavya B S [III Sem B.Com ‘A’]

II. ‘Arebus’: The Finance Club
Event: Analysis of a Balance Sheet
Judges: Prof. Pravesh Soti, Prof. Srilalitha, Prof.
Shazia and Prof. Nagaraju

Runner-up: Ms. Poornima, Ms. Luhaisa, Ms.
Divya and Ms. Navya [I Sem B. Com ‘A’]

The Finance club event required the participating
teams to select the balance sheet of a company and
deliver a presentation on its analysis and highlights.
The event was coordinated by the Finance Club
Faculty - in charge, Prof. Pravesh Soti

V. Sadhana’ IT Club
Event: Picture Presentation
Judges: Prof. Siva Selvi, Prof. Chaitanya and
Prof. Kshithi

Winners: Mr. Prashant Pawar, Mr. Pavan P and Mr.
Rabshan Shariff [V Sem BBA]

The IT club event had 32 students who took part in an
activity that required them to guess the product/topic
from a list of pictures shown and prepare their picture
presentations in only five minutes before the panel of
judges. The event was coordinated by the IT Club
Faculty-in-charge, Prof. Chaitanya.

Runner-up: Ms. D B Moksha and Ms. Vaishnavi [V Sem
BBA]

III. ‘Mercado Termino’: The Marketing Club
Event: Radio Advert

Winners: Ms. Waris Amin Dand, Ms. Namrah
Sheikh, Mr. Suraj R and Ms. Nithin Shaji Kurian [I
Sem BCA] and Ms. Madhu TV, Ms. Shreshta
Shripathi, Mr. Md Israr Siddique and Ms.
Gautham Reddy [I Sem BCA]

22 participants from 7 teams took part in the
marketing club event that required them to prepare
an advertisement /jingle for a product within 30
minutes. The criterion for judging was Creativity,
Presentation and Content. All the participant teams
displayed innovative thinking and commendable team
work and engaged the audience. The event was
coordinated by the Marketing Club Faculty-in charge,
Dr. Mudita Sinha.

I Runner-up: Mr. Rohan Satish, Mr. Nikhil Arlihalli
and Mr. Charith Amogh V [III Sem BCA]
II Runners up: Ms. Bhavyashree S, Ms.Bindu J,
Ms. Divya N, Ms. Neetu Mourya and Ms.
Soundarya R [III Sem BCA]

Winners: Ms. Cannyson and Mr. Damon Lang [III
Sem BBA]
Runner-up: Mr. Mohsin Patel [III Sem B.Com ‘B’],
Ms. Shalini Rout and Mr. Rohit Agarwal [III Sem
BBA]
IV. ‘Synergia’: The HR Club
Event: Collage Activity
Theme: ‘Women in Leadership’
Judges: Prof. Crissy Mathew and Mr. Basil
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Students participating in club activities

Faculty Development
Facilitation’

Programme

on

‘Conscious

Faculty Development Programme

Teachers Day

The faculty development programme (FDP) series at
DSBA are aimed at honing and enhancing the skill sets
of teaching faculty in the contemporary and emerging
areas of management.

The student community of DSBA celebrated Teachers
Day on 5th September 2017. The celebrations included
indoor games, cultural events. Faculty and
administrators were shown a presentation, which
evoked beautiful memories for the faculty who
reminisced their days at DSBA. The rest of the
programme was conducted at the foyer of DSBA. Mr.
Yasser [III-year BBA] and Mr. Sajeel [II-year B. Com]
were the emcees for the programme. Mr. Yasser and
Mr. Sajeel welcomed the Principal – Dr. [Brig] Sandes,
Dean-Dr Veena K N, HOD-Prof Nikitha Sreekantha and
thanked the entire faculty for a fun filled evening.

DSBA conducted a one-day FDP titled, ‘Conscious
Facilitation’ on 24th Nov 2017, which was delivered by
Ms. Archana Krishnamurthy—motivational speaker,
coach and co-founder Conscious Living Centre (CLC).
The expert trained the faculty on techniques related
to consciousness, spirituality and teaching millennial
students. She advised faculty to bring a change in the
teaching methodology by donning on creative thinking
caps, have the belief in drawing out latent potential in
the students, having clarity, equiping oneself to
becoming more effective in teaching and have an
insight into the professional requirement.

The students made all the preparations with complete
energy and excitement. Faculty were requested to cut
a cake especially bought for the occasion. The
programme began with an invocation song by Ms.
Navya [I-year B. Com]. Surya [III-year B. Com]
performed an invigorating solo dance. Ms. Rifha, a first
year B. Com student gave a speech thanking the
teachers for encouraging and supporting her and the
other first year students who are at the threshold of
their college life. This was followed by a group song
by Ms. Anushri, Mr. Jagpreet and Mr. Mohsin from Iyear and II-Year B. Com respectively. Mr. Vishesh
Tiwari [III-year BBA] also spoke on the occasion, once
again thanking the teachers for their constant
motivation and guidance. Mr. Faiz [I-year B. Com]
mesmerized the audience with his amazing dance
moves. Students had organized games for the faculty.

The FDP was attended by Dr. [Brig] Sandes, PrincipalDSBA; Dr Veena K N, Dean-DSBA; Prof Nikitha
Sreekantha, HOD-DSBA; 19 faculty members and four
non-teaching staff. Dr. [Brig] Sandes and Dr. Veena K
N shared their insights and highly appreciated Ms.
Archana for the excellent FDP and gave rave reviews.

Dumb charades, a popular game was played, which
was an instant hit. Faculty were divided among two
teams, headed by the Principal and Dean. It was
extremely entertaining, with the teams having to
guess the Bollywood movie. Students were extremely
efficient at tracking down the time to the last second
and some students made sure that none of the teams
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the NSS camp. It was held from 2nd Oct to 7th Oct 2017
at the NSS Bhavan, Bangalore. 37 DSBA volunteers
willingly accepted to be part of the camp to learn,
share, serve and enjoy this glorious experience. The
NSS Programme Officer Prof. Kasthuri Gopal was also
with the volunteers to guide them.

engaged in foul play. The faculty teams were talented
and exhibited a fine display of acting and guessing
skills as the game reached a tie. Tie breaker question
helped the Principal’s team to win the game.
Teachers were provided with sumptuous snacks while
Mr. Yasser proposed the vote of thanks.

The key highlights the NSS camp included: significant
events and activities, which showcased the skills and
talents as well as national contribution of dedicated
NSS volunteers in the fields of dance, drama, music,
yoga, martial arts, as well other activities related to
Swachh Bharat Campaign.
The NSS camp of Karnataka organised by NSS Bhavan
was inaugurated by Shri. Siddaramaiah, Chief
Minister, Karnataka along with a host of eminent and
high-level dignitaries, which included former the Chief
Minister of Karnataka Shri. Deve Gowda and the
former Prime Minister of India, Dr. Manmohan Singh.
The one-week long NSS camp organised by DSBA
brought together volunteers from multiple academic
programs at Gandhi Bhavan. As part of the camp,
DSBA volunteers put up a splendid show of myriad
talents in a true spirit of national fervour.

Glimpses of the Teachers Day celebrations

SOCIALLY SENSITIVE
HEART BEATS
National Service Scheme Special Camp
National Service Scheme (NSS) at Dayananda Sagar
Business Academy is spearheaded by the NSS
Programme Officer Prof. Kasthuri Gopal, who has
always instilled in the minds of the students a sense of
responsibility and involvement in community service.
Some of the NSS activities accomplished so far by the
NSS volunteers include: teaching students in
government schools, conducting rallies for awareness
and cleanliness related activities
A great opportunity came by way of the NSS
volunteers when they were offered a chance to attend

NSS volunteers at work
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Ms Nayak mentioned that the Centre provides Indian
students credible and timely assistance to find the
“right-fit” program as well as comprehensive
information regarding their overseas study options.
Their staff offers supports to student-applicants with
admission processes, documentation, study visas and
pre-departure formalities.
The students were also addressed by Ms Ashley Ward,
Assistant Director of Recruitment, Atkinson Graduate
School of Management, Willamette University. She
highlighted on some cornerstones of the early career
and ‘career change MBA’ at Atkinson Graduate
School. She provided information on the eligibility,
areas of interest that are pursued by the international
students, the entering class of 2016 profile, the
graduating class of 2016 employment report, meritbased scholarships available for the graduating
students and the estimated tuition and fees.

Glimpses of the NSS camp

CAREER PROGRESSIONS
Seminar on Inbound Marketing: Social Media
Market Research and Analytics
DSBA organised a seminar event for II and III-year BCA
students entitled, ‘Inbound Marketing: Social Media
Market Research and Analytics’ on 31 October 2017.
The seminar was delivered by Mr. Vignesh
Vijayendran, an educator, digital marketer and cofounder—Elanchoice, a digital marketing and web
agency.
The seminar began with an information sharing
session on the fundamentals of inbound marketing
where the speaker spoke on the essentials of effective
inbound strategy and business opportunities in social
media marketing for start-ups and entrepreneurs. The
speaker also covered market research using Google
and data analytics as tools for measuring website
traffic and customer search results.

Glimpses of the Session on Studying Abroad

SPIRITUAL AND CULTURAL SYNERGY
Ayudha Pooja

Session on ‘Brief Overview of Studying
Abroad’

Ayudha Puja was celebrated on 28th September’17 in
the forenoon. There was a frenzied activity in the
morning in the foyer of the college as each one soaked
in the festive spirit! Students and the house keeping
staff made huge Rangoli’s in multi-hued colours at the
entrance to the M-Block. The pillars and the doorways
were festooned with flower garlands, mango and
banana leaves. Ms Sandhya, Mr Lokesh and Mr
Naveen- Administrative Staff, DSBA procured all the
essential items required for the puja and decorated
the office with flowers, banana and mango leaves. On
the table and at the altar of God and Goddess, all
things sacred was placed like vermilion, betel nuts,
betel leaves, flowers, fruits, coconuts, books, incense
sticks, incense cones, sweets, and stationery among

The allure of studying abroad grabs hold of most
students at some point in their college life. The need
for an international outlook is increasingly seen as a
necessity rather than an advantage. Preparing to
study abroad can also be daunting. DSBA organised an
interactive session for final year BBA students on
overseas opportunities in higher education on 22 nd
September 2017. The session was delivered Ms.
Suman Nayak, Manager, Internship and Academic
Programs, The International Knowledge Centre. The
International Knowledge Centre is a one-stop shop for
the Indian students exploring oversees education and
assists in the creation of short-term study abroad
programmes for Indian students.
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other items. A beautiful Rangoli adorned the floor in
front of the decorated table. To mark the auspicious
beginning, Ms.
Rajeshwari lit the lamps.

vast, untapped potential inside themselves. The
programme, which was delivered by the Art of Living
Foundation from 13th September-11th October 2017,
taught students to thrive in life and lead with clarity of
mind, resilience, purpose and belongingness. One
gains a greater vision of who one is and what one
wants from one’s life. The youth participating in this
spiritual course discover the power to create a life that
is filled with purpose and to stretch and grow beyond
limiting beliefs and lead a deeply joyful and fulfilling
existence—while finding in themselves the leader
inside. The programme was conducted on the DSBA
college premises by Ms. Upasana, Art of Living
volunteer along with Dr. [Brig] Sandes, Principal, DSBA
on the following days:
I Sem BBA: 11th to 13th September 2017
I Sem B. Com ‘A: 14th to 16th September 2017
I Sem B. Com ’B’: 21st to 23rd September 2017
I Sem BCA: 9th to 11th October 2017
Ms. Upasana highlighted the four main principles of
Art of Living: 1) present moment is inevitable
2) expectations reduce the joy 3) accept everyone and
every situation as it is and 4) what you resist, persists!
Students were taught the breathing techniques of
Ujjayi Pranayama, Bhastrika Pranayama, Chanting OM
thrice as well as yoga postures and Sudarshan Kriya. At
the end of the programme students found an
improvement in their breathing which made them
calmer, their moods improved, energy increased and
now, they were able to connect better with
themselves and others.

Prof. Harikrishna spoke about the significance of the
festival to the gathering consisting of Dr.[Brig] SandesPrincipal, DSBA; Dr. Veena K N- Dean, DSBA, Prof.
Nikitha- HOD, DSBA; faculty, students and the
housekeeping staff. Ms. Navya and Ms. Lakshmi [I Sem
B. Com] sang hymns invoking Goddess Saraswathi and
Goddess Lakshmi. This was followed by Prof. Hari
Krishna’s chanting of Sanskrit mantras which
enchanted each one present. He performed all the
rituals to appease the divine. A pumpkin was broken
at the foyer to ward off evil spirits and negative
energy. At the end of the puja ritual, the aarthi was
done and distributed to the people who had lined up.
The management of DSI had arranged a packet of
puffed rice and sweets to be given to each employee
of the institution, which was handed over by the
Principal and Mr Lokesh.

“Breath is the link between the body and mind. If the
mind is a kite then the breath is the thread. The longer
the thread, the higher the kite can go.” – Sri Sri Ravi
Shankar.

Ayudha Pooja

YES+ Programme
Yes+, is a spiritual, learning Programmme designed for
college students, and allows them to experience their

Glimpses of YES+ Programme
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will be trained to climb the college building! some said that
the certificate is very valuable and will help us get good
grades/good jobs/get into the army. Since I had no idea
what it was, I thought it was some fun activity and enrolled
anyway.

STUDENT SPEAK
Mr. Nikhil Kumar – B.
Com VI semester
DSBA is not just an
institute, but more
than that.
DSBA is a place where a
student will get to
know what his\her
capabilities are. At the
same time student’s talents are discovered by the faculty
and brought to the management’s notice so that the
student is given a platform to showcase the talent and
guide the student in improving it. At DSBA we experience
the finest style of architecture from the outer angle, and at
the same time DSBA has also got another finest wealth i.e.,
its faculty. Faculty at DSBA are having real time knowledge
and experience of the industry and the market conditions
which is almost different from other institutions because
DSBA wants its students to be updated and not left behind.
DSBA wants its students to be Global professionals and
leaders. Here at DSBA faculty help the students a level
ahead, so that the students are guided in correct direction
that they don’t get diverted from their goals or aims. Well
according to me DSBA is a place where a student will get an
idea, exposure, and real time knowledge about not only the
academics or career, but he\she also experience and learn
about life and a stage of it. Having a great principal
Dr.(Brig.) Sandes, Dean Dr. Veena, HOD Nikitha Sreekantha
and the Faculty, at DSBA any student can shine like a
“DIAMOND” under their guidance. It’s just that we students
should be ready to accept the knowledge, implement the
knowledge and increase the knowledge from them.
Today I believe that I have taken the correct path and
ended in the right pool where I have, and I am trying to
improve my skills and knowledge for the growth.

The NCC uniform, belt, cap, shoes (boots, actually) and
everything was given by the government to all the students
participating in the program. We were also told that we
would get food and refreshments on every parade. I still
remember the first day of my NCC parade when an army
officer (not so sure about the rank) had come to train us
and how exciting and eventful the day became. Speaking of
events, we were asked to plant 100 saplings on the very
first day and all my friends were so excited.
Apart from regular parades, we had some outdoor
activities such as cleaning the surrounding for Swachh
Bharat Abhiyan. Having parades on every Monday 1 pm - 4
pm made me realise what I am capable of. I learnt the
meaning of unity and discipline which is the motto of NCC.
Everything from giving commands to doing the march past
was nothing but fun. I am glad I got an opportunity to be a
part of NCC as a cadet under 2 Kar battalion. I am sure that
the running, climbing, marchpast and everything done so
far will pay off someday.
I am very thankful for my college, our ANO Nagaraju, our
Principal Brig. Sandes and the commanding officer Lt. Col.
Varun Luthra for giving me and my fellow batchmates such
an amazing opportunity.
I would like to conclude by saying, FORTUNE FAVOURS THE
BRAVE and I am a very proud NCC cadet.
Ms. Sharvani – BCOM IV
semester
THE ACT!
The sight of a pallet
having no single shade
being untouched and
dirty brushes on both her
vanity and on the space of her easel. This mess was from
the previous night after a talk to herself...... At office she
was that "one" strong women with high calibre and the
"one" who portrayed herself as an emotionally intelligent
human which, she realized every night that she wasn't
while expressing her heart on the white piece of paper. In
a constant rush for the BEST company, BEST designation,
BEST salary and to get the BEST of her abilities to showcase
that she was the happiest and the most content person did
she have to put on something? What did it mean to have
the best of everything or was it about showcasing to the
world that you had one?

Mr. Rohan Satish –
BCA IV semester
As a student of
Dayananda
Sagar
Business Academy, I
never knew that I
would be a part of NCC
someday. This college
has given me an
amazing
experience
academically and non-academically and I am very grateful
for this college. From having guest lecturers to participating
in different programs, this college has given me every
opportunity to prove myself in different ways.
I remember some students whipping some frenzy about
NCC- Some of them said that they would give ropes and we
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He had tried hard, hard enough until she figured out that,
unfortunately, the dominant factor between her emotions
and the society's needs was the latter.! She struggled to
make a choice and when she did she had to please the
people around her...... Bad choice? Later her mind changes
and yes, she decides to take on the challenge if she could
truly be herself without being influenced by the PRESSURE.

no more just a college but our new jersey i.e., the pride
which we would carry wherever we go. It will help us with
our best goals in the match with life.

And when she did… The world calls her weird, rude since
she voiced her opinion like a true strong woman and they
laughed at her simply because they still choose to remain
as PERFORMERS.

There's a world out there,
beyond the boundaries our
eyes can see.

Ms. Anushree – B.Com II
semester
Self-Empowerment

Many people in our life teach
us about life and it's
importance. But the ability to incorporate those teachings
into our life is probably one of the greatest deals we could
face as an individual. Such a thing requires dedication and
a will to do so. This starts from awareness of "self".

It’s YOUR choice....... Whether to play a card of performers
or of yourself?
To decide if emotional intelligence was closely related to
selfishness? Whether to take up the challenge or not?
If only you were BOLD enough to do so..... Yes, your the
decision maker.

Mr. Gagan Semester

General Self-Empowerment means to take control of your
own life by setting goals and making all the appropriate
positive choices.

BCA II

I would like to say that this also means to stand up for your
beliefs and take responsibility for your actions and perform
to the best of your ability.

Mentors provide professional
network,
outlets
for
frustration general life advice
and most importantly an
extra voice telling a student
they are smart enough and
capable enough to cross the
stage at graduation. My
college has been an immense support. Teachers and my
principal are a gift. What my success will be tomorrow it
will be because of my teachers. College is the best time for
our life and Dayanand Sagar tops to be my favourite.
Education is not preparation for life, education is life itself.

The only one who can make a change in your life is YOU.
Let's make a change today
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Ms. Arundhuti Bhattacharya BBA II semester
I felt my lungs inflate with the on
rush of scenery-tall trees,
mountains surrounding to the
campus and of course the jaw
dropping view of DSI-II campus. It
gave the impression of peace with
elegance. Just a mere description of outer beauty as time
passed we became part of DSBA, it felt like if we
surrendered to earth's intelligence we could rise rooted,
like trees. As referred here proud DSBAians. From the
faculties to friends, lectures to events, lunch hours to
sports hours, strict schedules to lengthy vacations life
somewhere it has become our best company. Now DSBA
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Dr. Veena K. N.
Prof. Meera Seshanna
Prof.Meera Krishnan, and
faculty colleagues
Ms. Lasya (BCOM III – year)
Ms. Aradhana (BCOM III – year)

